Personalized recommendations enable firms to effectively target customers with products and services. Such systems are often based on association rules. While there has been considerable work done on mining rules more efficiently, there is very little prior research that examines how to use rules effectively when making recommendations. Traditional association rule-based recommendation systems have typically relied on identifying one rule from the several eligible ones to make the recommendation. This ignores information from other eligible rules that can potentially improve the recommendation. We propose a probability-based approach to combine multiple rules when making recommendations. In order to do so, it is necessary to identify the best combination of rules from the many combinations that might exist. Our approach uses a maximum-likelihood framework to compare alternative combinations, leading to a Set Partitioning formulation. We develop an efficient heuristic to solve the problem. Experiments conducted on real world datasets to evaluate this approach show that (i) the accuracies of recommendations improve significantly when items are recommended using multiple rules instead of single rules, and (ii) solutions are obtained in fractions of a second.
